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Abstract. This paper presents an experimental study of ion acoustic waves 
with wavenumbers corresponding to stimulated Brillouin scattering. Time 
resolved Thomson scattering in frequency and wavenumber space, has 
permitted to observe the dispersion relation of the waves as a function of the 
laser intensity. Apart from observing ion acoustic waves associated with a 
strong second component is observed at laser intensities above 10*3 Wcnr^. 

The study of parametric instabilities driven by a high power laser has become particularly 
important in recent years as a result of the vigorous research effort in laser driven inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF). The instabilities of interest are stimulated Brillouin scattering 
(SBS), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and filamentation [1][2][3]. An important 
component is the study of ion acoustic waves (IAW) and electron plasma waves (EPW) 
associated with the scattering instabilities, in an effort to understand the key issues of 
saturation and coupling between instabilities. The SBS instability can scatter a substantial 
fraction of the incident laser light causing an overall reduction in drive efficiency and drive 
symmetry in ICF targets. The saturation mechanism, the limiting factor in controlling the 
reflectivity, is likely to be associated with the nonlinear behavior of the waves when they 
are strongly driven. 
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We present in this paper observations of IAW associated with SBS, which show a 
transition in behavior as a function of laser intensity. These results are part of a study of 
IAW and EPW at the LULI laser facility, using Thomson scattering as the key diagnostic. 
Thomson scattering[4] is a powerful technique to study plasma waves, either in the linear or 
non-linear regime[5][6], permitting the direct measurements of frequency, wavenumber and 
location of waves. The results presented here had been obtained using the six beam laser 
facility of LULI, an interaction beam with a wavelength of 1.05 pm, and performed on well 
characterized preformed plasmas[7]. 
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Figure 1. Experimental setup, showing beam configuration and array of diagnostics. 
The relative timing between the different beams is shown in the insert. 

The laser beam configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The timing between the beams 
was as follows: plasma producing beams arrived at t=0, plasma heating beam at t=1.2 ns, 
Thomson scattering probe beam at t=1.48 ns, and interaction beam at t=1.72 ns. The pulse 
duration for all beams was 600 ps. The geometry for Thomson scattering was chosen to 
observed the IAW and EPW associated with backscattered SBS and SRS. Random phase 
plates (RPP) were used on the beams producing and heating the plasma to obtain plasmas as 
uniform and reproducible as possible. The targets were CH disks, with a diameter of 400 
pm and a thickness of 1.5 pm. The choice of target and time delay between the different 
beams assured that all the target material has been ablated at the time of interaction, and that 
the plasma has expanded to the desired maximum electron density. 

Particular attention was placed to the characterization of the plasma. Backscattered 
SRS light from the plasma heating beam provided information on the temporal evolution of 
the plasma density, from the long wavelength cut-off of the SRS spectra which corresponds 



to the maximum electron density along the plasma profile. The inferred electron densities 
agreed well with 2D Lasnex simulations, and these were used to calculate the evolution of 
the electron density profile during the interaction time. The electron density at the peak of 
the plasma profile evolved from 16% nCrit to 8% ncrit from the beginning to the end the 
interaction beam (see Fig. 2), where nCrit is critical electron density for looo light. Fig. 3 
shows the temporal evolution of the electron density and the density profile along the axis of 
the interaction beam calculated from Lasnex. 
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the SRS light from the heater beam, used as electron density 
diagnostic. The figure on the right shows the electron density at the time of the interaction. 
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the maximum electron density, and electron density profile 
from 2D hydrodynamic simulation. 

The electron temperature (Te) of the plasma was obtained from thermal Thomson 
scattering in the absence of the interaction beam. The shift 5X of each ion peak in the 
Thomson spectra corresponds to one ion acoustic frequency, thus permitting to obtain a 
value for Te: 

5co = k i a c s = 2 ! k s o n d e | s i n ( ° ^ ) c s and 5X(A) = 5.3 sin ( ^ - ) T ^ e V ) 



where kp r o be is the wavenumber of the Thomson scattering probe, 0Scat the scattering 
angle, c s the sound speed and k j a the wavenumber of the IAW. The measured T e was 
between 0.4 and 0.5 keV, value in agreement with the observed Landau cut-off of the 
backscatter SRS light from the plasma heater beam, as well as with the Lasnex simulations. 

Thomson scattered light was collected with a parabolic mirror which covered a 
range of IAW wavenumbers from 1.2k0 to 3.8k0, where k 0 is the wavenumber of the 
interaction beam. The scattered light was analyzed by an array of three separate detection 
systems to obtain simultaneously time resolved spectra of IAW and EPW in a number of 
different configurations. Two separate spectrometers and streak camera arrangements 
permitted to obtained either frequency spectra of the waves collected over a range of 
wavenumbers, or wavenumber spectra for a specific frequency, thus providing 
complimentary information on the dispersion of the waves. A third detection system 
consisting of a combination of streak camera and interference filters was used to obtain time 
resolved images of the location of the waves along the axis of the interaction beam. Other 
diagnostics included time resolved backscattered SBS light, and backscattered SRS from the 
heater beam to provide information on the electron density as mentioned earlier. In the 
present paper we will limit the discussion to the observation of IAW, leaving for a future 
publication a complete description of the study. 
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Figure 4. Time resolved Thomson scattering spectra of ion acoustic waves for three laser 
intensities. Different optical attenuation have been use in each case. * 

The temporal evolution of the spectrum of IAW for three different intensities of the « 
interaction beam is shown in Fig. 4, obtained with Thomson scattering and integrated over 
all wavenumbers collected by the parabolic mirror. The scattering region inside the plasma 



was of the order of 50-100 |im along the axis of the interaction beam. At low intensities 
( I<8x l0 l2 Wcm~2) the spectrum shows two ion peaks (Fig. 4a), which are the 
characteristic ion satellites observed from scattering in thermal plasmas, and similar to the 
spectrum observed in the absence of interaction beam. Each satellite corresponds to ion 
waves traveling in opposite directions, with magnitude Ak as set by the scattering geometry, 
and frequency shift corresponding to one ion acoustic frequency coia from the probe 
frequency 3coo- As the interaction beam intensity was increased, the satellite that 
corresponds to waves moving along the direction of the interaction beam shows a level 
enhanced from thermal. The enhancement represents the presence of LAW associated with 
SBS. Only one satellites is observed in Fig. 4b, since optical attenuation was required to 
keep the signal within the dynamic range of the streak camera. Also shown in Fig. 4b is a 
second component in the spectrum, with a much larger spectral shift, which is strongly 
dependent on the pump intensity and which becomes dominant at intensities 1=3x1013 
Wcm"2 and above. The Thomson scattering peak intensity in Fig. 4c corresponds to an 
increase in the scattered signal of 10^ from the one shown in Fig. 4a, for a change of 
interaction beam intensity of the order of 10. The frequency shift also increased with laser 
intensity, with a shift of more than 10 times the ion acoustic frequency at an intensity of 
1=10*4 Wcm"2. The component with a shift of one ion acoustic shift may still be present. 

At low intensities the IAW have frequency shift and wavenumber corresponding to 
wave associated with the SBS decay process, and satisfy the linear dispersion relation 
o)ia=kia c s , where c s is thcsound speed and k i a «2 k 0 . At higher intensities, the observed 
second component of the spectrum has a much larger frequency shift than (0i a, but a 
moderate shift in wavenumber, and consequently the waves do not satisfy the linear 
dispersion relation. This behavior can be interpreted in terms of modification to the 
dispersion equation for the IAW [8] in the presence of a high intensity field, where the IAW 
are driven into a nonlinear regime with their frequency becoming a function of the laser 
intensity. Although the observed shifts are too large to be explained by this effect, the slope 
of time variation of the shift agree qualitative with the rise time of the laser pulse itself. A 
striking puzzle is the simultaneous presence of the two spectral components. One can 
speculate on the possibility that the spectral component with the large shift may be 
associated with strong levels of fluctuations driven by the interaction beam, but not related 
to SBS. 

The observed IAW spectra are broad both in frequency and wavenumber, with a 
width comparable to the shift itself, presenting no indication of modulation or structure. 
These results are different to results observed in earlier experiments using a C02 laser beam 
as interaction beam [9], where well defined harmonics were observed in frequency and 
wavenumber, with both components satisfying the dispersion relation. The difference 



between these two experimental results can be explained in terms of the level of fluctuations 
3n/n required for the generation of harmonics [10]: 

(dn/n equations) 
In the case of CO2, the electron temperature was low, thus requiring that the fluctuation 
level dn/n associated with the IAW be larger than 3.5%, smaller than the measured value of 
10%. In the case of the present experiment, on the other hand, the required fluctuation level 
has to be larger than 20%, a value much higher than estimated (a few percent), due to the 
higher electron temperature. 

In conclusion, these experiments have provided a detailed characterization of IAW 
in a laser plasma, in terms of frequency, wavenumber and location. In addition to 
observing IAW that corresponds to waves produced by SBS, a strong second component 
has been observed at high laser intensities. The frequency and wavenumber of this 
component do not satisfy the dispersion relation of IAW, and is not clear that they are 
related to SBS. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the US. DOE by LLNL under contract no. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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